positions 23.1: special issue – Reconsidering the MIT Visualizing Cultures Controversy

Guest Editors' Introduction: Unpacking a Controversy: National Histories, Visual Cultures, and Digital Dissent
Jing Wang and Winnie Won Yin Wang

National Histories

Optical and Cognitive Illusions: The MIT Visualizing Cultures Controversy in Spring 2006
Benjamin A. Elman

American Academic Freedom and Chinese Nationalism: An H-Asia Debate
Qin Shao

The Misplaced "Apology": Rethinking China's Internet Patriotism
Zhou Kui

The Multiple Contexts of Protest: Reflections on the Reception of the MIT Visualizing Cultures Project and the Anti-Right Japanese Demonstration in Shanghai
James Farrer

Visual Cultures

Lantern Slide Moments and the Taught Subject, 1906 and 2006
Winnie Won Yin Wang

Image/Text::Text/Image
James L. Hevia

How Chinese Are You? Or, It Could Have Been Me
Tani Barlow

Textualizing Cultures: Thinking beyond the MIT Controversy
William A. Callahan

Digital Dissent

Go Baobao! Image-Driven Nationalism, Generation Post-1980s, and Mainland Students in Hong Kong
Jack Linchuan Qiu

Reframing the Visualizing Cultures Controversy: Let's Talk about the Digital Medium
Jing Wang
The Social in Media: Race, History, and the Visualizing Cultures Controversy at MIT
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Reflexive Digitization and the Role of the University
Guobin Yang

Appendix
Interview with 2005-06 MIT CSSA President Huan Zhang
Note on Digital Sources
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Megalopolis and Wasteland: Peripheral Geographies of Tokyo (1961/1971)
Ignacio Adriasola

Concrete Abstractions: Gotô Meisei’s Hapless Danchi Dwellers and Japan's Economic Miracle
Peter Tillack

Triangulating an Ethos: Ethical Criticism, Novel Alterity, and Mori Ōgai’s "Stereoscopic Vision"
Christopher Weinberger

The Images of Russia and Russians in Colonial-Era Korean Literature: The 1930s
Vladimir Tikhonov

Homology Unleashed: Colonial, Anticolonial, and Postcolonial State Culture in South Korea, 1930-1950
Ou-Byung Chae

Commentaries

The Rise and Fall of Homonationalism in Singapore
John Whittier Treat

Fantastic Dreams: The Art of Chen Haiyan
Amjad Majid
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Guest Editor’s Introduction – Labor Games: Youth, Work, and Politics in East Asia
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I. The Dead-ending of the Human Capital Regime

A “World-Class” (Labor) Camp/us: Foxconn and China’s New Generation of Labor Migrants
PUN Ngai and Anita KOO

The “Spec Generation” Who Can’t Say “No”: Overeducated and Underemployed Youth in Contemporary South Korea
CHO Hae-joang

“Days of Love and Labor”: Remediating the Logic of Labor and Debt in Contemporary Japan
Michael FISCH

II. Emotional and Affective Labor as New Frontiers of Capital Accumulation

The Labor of Cute: Net Idols, Cute Culture, and the Digital Economy in Contemporary Japan
Gabriella LUKACS

One Life For Sale: Youth Culture, Labor Politics, and New Idealism in China
Xia ZHANG

III. The Production of Alternative Modes of Living

Hyper neoliberalism: Youth, Labor, and Militant Mice in Japan
Mark DRISCOLL

Living and Working as Temporary Sojourners: the Language Travels of Korean Youth
Jennifer Jihye CHUN and Ju Hui Judy HAN
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Guest Editor’s Introduction: The Unending Korean War
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Korean War Comic Books and the Militarization of American Masculinity
Leonard RIFAS
Truth or Reconciliation? The Guest and the Massacre That Never Ends
Youngju RYU

The Borderlands of the Korean War and the Fiction of Rolando Hinojosa
Daniel KIM

The Intelligence of Fools: Reading the U.S. Military Archive of the Korean War
Monica KIM

Violet Ashes: A Tribute to Chris Marker
Bruce CUMINGS

Manufacturing Dissidence: Arts and Letters of North Korea’s “Second Culture”
Christine HONG

War as Business in South Korea’s Manchurian Action Films
Jinsoo AN

“The Ending is Not an Ending At All”: On the Militarized and Gendered Diasporas of Korean Transnational Adoption and the Korean War
Jodi KIM

Coda: A Conversation with Kim Dong-Choon
Henry EM, Christine HONG, and KIM Dong-Choon